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Canned Tuna Factory
Takes the First Steps
into Industry 4.0
An on-site factory production line monitor
visualizes numbers and graphs from real-time
operations.
A
separate
monitor
in
the
administration center displays data captured from
all the factory facilities, including the status and
capacity of individual production line machines. The
system
stores
and
analyzes
data
while
simultaneously generating production reports.
Comprehensive monitoring optimizes the cannery’s
utilization rates, improves delivery times, increases
profit, and augments production capacity.
Advantech’s approach to the localization of smart
manufacturing applications has yielded comparable
results in many different factories. Boosting
production capacity by deploying the Eforel and
Advantech designed real-time control and data
analysis solution was this cannery’s first step
towards Industry 4.0.

Real-time Monitoring Addresses Production
Line Issues
The FnB industry has often adopted automated
production equipment earlier than many other
industries. Our client originally introduced systems
aimed solely at automating the production of
canned
tuna.
Management
responsibilities,
including
including generating reports, calculating downtimes, and production
capacity, were conducted manually, resulting in
inefficiency issues. Manually producing reports led to inaccurate equipment logs subject to human error. Conversely,
accurate production records were outdated, hindering their ability to fix problems while limiting potential
improvements in efficiency. Hoping to address these issues by deploying smart manufacturing solutions, this Japanese
business approached Eforel.
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Eforel, a seasoned industrial automation solutions supplier specializing in applications for transportation, energy,
mining, and automated production, is one of Advantech’s domain focused system integrators (DFSI). This made Eforel
the best candidate for creating solutions tailored to the cannery’s needs. To build a real-time equipment monitoring
system, Eforel integrated their production line monitoring system (PLM) with several of Advantech’s solutions—the
MIC7700 compact fanless modularized system, WebAccess/ SCADA browser-based software, and the ADAM-6051
industrial Ethernet remote I/O module. Advantech’s ADAM-6051 was connected to production machines and serves as a
data acquisition module. ADAM-6051 uses a 3KHz pulse count rate input to collect real-time production line data. This
data is then transferred to MIC7700 and WebAccess/SCADA. MIC-7700 processes data in real-time and connects to high
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resolution displays. WebAccess/SCADA provides an intuitive management dashboard facilitating comprehensive
analysis and visualization of production data. This system gives management a comprehensive real-time view of factory
operations. Furthermore, WebAccess/SCADA’s on-line accessibility enables supervisors to monitor production lines
remotely by logging into the management dashboard from any browser-enabled device.

Real-time Monitoring Addresses Production Line Issues
____Our client praised the real-time monitoring system implemented in their tuna cannery. Our solutions and technical
support played key roles in this project. Our client improved their production quality and quantity by deploying this
smart manufacturing solution. ADAM-6051’s real-time data acquisition function accurately recorded the production line
uptime and downtime, as well as other parameters including production quantity and machine errors. This data was
transferred via reliable industrial Modbus communication protocols to the WebAccess/SCADA platform. The tuna
cannery utilizes European and Japanese made automated production machines to execute various protocols. Multiple
protocol integration remains a major challenge in factory upgrade and digitalization projects. Advantech’s solution
seamlessly connects diverse machines, integrates various protocols, digitizes information, and transfers production
data to monitoring platforms. After receiving real-time data, management can immediately execute any SOPs required
by the situation and this helps decrease the damage caused by machine errors. Also, the analysis of recorded
production data helps on-site supervisors shorten maintenance times and improve utilization rates. Factory
management further benefitted from the improved use of information by identifying bottlenecks in production,
planning proactive preventative strategies, and maximizing their return on investment (ROI).
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